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The app oﬀers an innovative way to connect with loved ones
Spotted: Stories have always been a part of human culture, but the way we interact with them has
changed dramatically in recent years. With the advent of social media, we now consume stories
more passively than ever before, scrolling through photos and videos without really connecting with
the people behind them. Startup Remento is working to change that. Its storytelling platform
encourages users to share personal stories and connect with loved ones on a deeper level.
The app provides conversation prompts to inspire the sharing of stories from every member of the
family. The prompts include questions about a grandparent’s childhood home, to the context of
images from wedding photos. The prompts are then selected and customised on the app, after
which family conversations can be recorded. An interactive playback allows users to showcase
stories from these sessions. These can then be shared and reminisced about at a later time.
The company’s co-founder and CEO Charlie Greene came up with the idea for Remento after
recording various interviews with his mother after she was diagnosed with cancer. “The
conversations our family recorded after we learned my mother had cancer changed our relationship
forever. As she reﬂected on photos and answered questions about her early years for her
grandchildren to one day watch, I learned more about her life than I ever could have imagined,” she
explained.
Social media continues to change, and so is the way we interact with it – with growing concerns
about its impact on our mental health and relationships. Springwise has spotted several related
innovations including social media tools that help the public assess viral posts, and an app teaching
people to trust the news again.
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Takeaway:
Just a generation ago, our ancestors documented their lives using photo albums and home
movies. Today, we are using social media and digital technology to create new ways of
storytelling. Since the rise of social media, we have become increasingly accustomed to
documenting and sharing our everyday lives with the world. This has led to a shift in the way we
create lasting family mementos. One major downside is that online photos are less likely to be
printed and stored in albums, meaning that they may not be properly preserved for future
generations. Remento is addressing these challenges, oﬀ ering a new way to preserve precious
family histories.

